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Abstract
Compromised  node and denial of service are two key attacks in w 
ireless sensor networks. Data delivery mechanisms that can with 
high probability circumvent black holes formed by thee attacks. 
We argue that classic multipath routing approaches are vulnerable 
to such attacks, mainly due to their deterministic nature. So once 
the adversary acquires the routing algorithm it can compute the 
same routes know to the source, hence, making all information 
sent over these routes vulnerable to its attacks. We developed 
mechanisms that generate randomized multipath routes. Under our 
design, the routes taken by the “ shares” of different packets change 
over time. So even if the routing algorithm because known to the 
adversary, the adversary still cannot pinpoint the routes traversed 
by each packet. Besides randomness, the generated routes are 
also highly dispersive and energy efficient, making them quite 
capable of circumventing black holes. We analytically investigate 
the security and energy performance of the proposed scheme.
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I. Introduction
The various possible security threats encountered in a wireless 
sensor network, we are specifically interested in combating two 
types of attacks. Model checking is a technique for determining 
whether a formal model of a system satisfies a given property. If the 
property is false in the model, model checkers typically produce a 
single counterexample. The developer uses this counterexample 
to revise the model (or the property), which often means fixing 
a bug in the design of the system. The developer then iterates 
through the process, rechecking the revised model against the 
(possibly revised) property. Sometimes, however, we would like all 
counterexamples, not just one. Rather than produce one example of 
how the model does not satisfy a given property, why not produce 
all of them at once? We call the set of all counterexamples a 
scenario graph. For a traditional use of model checking, e.g., to 
find bugs, each path in the graph represents a counterexample, 
i.e., a failure scenario. In our application to security, each path 
represents an attack, a way in which an intruder can attack a 
system. Attack graphs are a special case of scenario graphs.
Attack graphs depict ways in which an adversary can exploit 
vulnerabilities to break into a system. System administrators 
analyze attack graphs to understand where their system’s 
weaknesses lie and to help decide which security measures will 
be effective to deploy. In practice, attack graphs are produced 
manually by Red Teams. Construction by hand, however, is 
tedious, error-prone, and impractical for attack graphs larger than 
a hundred nodes.
Our attack graph toolkit generates scenario graphs from a network 
attack model and a security property. An example security property 
is that an intruder should never gain root access to a specific host. 
Since each scenario graph is property-specific, in practice, we 

might need to generate many scenario graphs to represent the 
entire attack graph that a Red Team might construct manually. 
Our main advantage is that we automate the process of producing 
scenario graphs.
QoS provision in often needs negotiation between host and network, 
say admission control, resource reservation and scheduling of 
packets. QoS  can be rendered through several ways in ad hoc 
wireless networks, namely per flow, per link or per node. In ad 
hoc wireless networks the boundary between the network and the  
host(user) is not defined clearly. Thus becomes essential to have a 
letter co-ordination among the bests to achieve QoS, characteristics 
of ad hoc wireless networks such as lack of central co-ordination, 
mobility of hosts and limited availability of resources make QoS 
provisioning very challenging.

II. Issues and Challenges While Providing QoS in Ad-Hoc 
Networks
Due to unique characteristics of Ad-Hoc wireless networks ( 
ANETs) several difficulties arise in provisioning QoS. Major one’s 
are varying network topology:- in ANETs the nodes say mobile 
nodes move randomly at any direction and speed i.e network 
topology changes. QoS sessions may suffer due to frequent path 
breaks. So it requires routing to reach the final destination.

A. Lack of Central Co-Ordination
As the nodes keep moving continuously they must be scheduled 
in a distributed fashion for gaining access to the channel. This  
requires exchange of control information. We have no centralized 
control this complicates QOS provisioning further.

B. Error Prone Shared Radio Channel
The broad cast nature of radio channel poses a unique challenge in 
ad hoc networks. During propagation through the wireless medium 
radio waves suffer from multipath propagation and interference 
from other wireless devices. A node should get access to the 
shared medium only when its transmissions do not affect any on 
going session. Since multiple nodes may contend for the channel 
simultaneously, the possibility of packet collusions is quite high 
in wireless networks. Here a protocol should ensure minimization 
of collisions.

C. Hidden Terminal Problem
It is the collision of packets at a receiving node due to simultaneous 
transmission, of these nodes that are not within the direct 
transmission range of the sender but are within the range of the 
receiver. It needs retransmission of the packets which may not be 
acceptable for flows that have stringent QoS requirement.

D. Resource Availability
In an ANET battery life and band width are critical resources. 
Availability of these affects the performance of QoS provision 
mechanism. Hence efficient resource mechanisms are required. 
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wireless networks is very important issue especially for military 
applications. Without a security mechanism it is difficult to provide 
guarantees.

E. Classification of QoS Approaches
The QoS  approaches can be classified on the bases of interaction 
between the routing protocol and the QoS  provisioning mechanism, 
based on the interaction between the network and the MAC layers 
or based on the routing information update mechanism.
Based on the interaction between routing protocol and QoS  
provisioning mechanism QoS  approaches can be classified into 
two categories between network and MAC  layer QoS  provisioning 
approaches are Independent and Dependent.
While based on the routing information update mechanism it can 
be classified into three categories. On demand; table driven and 
Hybrid.
In coupled approach the routing protocol and the QoS  provisioning 
mechanism closely interact with each other for QoS  Guarantees. 
If the routing protocol changes, QoS  Guarantee fails.
In decoupled approach the QoS  provisioning mechanism does 
not depend on any specific routing protocol to ensure QoS  
Guarantees.
In Independent QoS  approach the network layer is not dependent 
on the MAC Layer for QoS  provisioning dependent QoS  approach 
needs MAC layer for QoS  provisioning.
In table Driven Approach each node in the net. Work maintains a 
routing table which helps in forwarding packets.
In the ON-Demand approach no tables are maintained at the nodes 
thus source node discovers its route on the fly.
Hybrid Approach possesses features of the both table driven and  
on demand approach.

F. QoS Routing Protocols
QoS  routing protocols search for routes, with sufficient resources 
to satisfy the QoS  requirements of a flow. In the literature, 
numerous routing protocols have been proposed for finding QoS  
paths. Some of these QoS  routing protocols are:-
Ticket Based Routing Protocols(TBP): This protocol has the 
following features.

It can tolerate imprecise state information during QoS  1. 
routing
For finding a QoS  feasible path  it probes multiple paths in 2. 
parallel
A low cost path that uses minimum resources preferred when 3. 
multiple feasible paths are available.

G. Predictive Location Based QoS Routing Protocol 
(PLBQR)
It is based on the location of nodes in ad hoc wireless networks 
no resources are reserved along the path from the source to 
destination, but QoS -Aware admission control is performed. The 
QoS  Routing protocol tables the help of an update protocol and 
location and delay prediction schemes.

H. Trigger Based Distributed QoS Routing Protocol 
(TDR)
It operates in a distributed fashion .every node maintains only the 
local neighborhood information in order to reduce computation 
overhead and storage overhead. To reduce control overhead, nodes 
maintain only the active routes.  For a quick rerouting with reduced 
control overhead, rerouting is attempted form the location of an 
imminent link failure INIR.

I. QoS Enabled Ad-Hoc on Demand Distance Vector 
Routing Protocol (AODV)
Packet formats have been modified in order to specify the service 
requirements which must be met by the nodes forwarding a route 
request or a route reply.

J. Based Width Routing Protocol (BR)
It is a Hybrid routing protocol BR consists of an end-to-end path 
band width calculation logarithm to inform the source node of 
the available bandwidth to any destination in the ad hoc network. 
The protocol incorporates an admission control scheme together 
with a feed back scheme to meet the QoS requirements of real 
time applications. To estimate available residual bandwidth two 
methods are used. In the first hosts listen to the channel and estimate 
the available bandwidth that is based on the  ratio of the time for 
which the  channel is free and the time for which the channel is 
busy. This is called “listen” band width estimation. In the second 
every host disseminate the information about the bandwidth used 
by it currently. This dissemination is carried out through “Hello “ 
messages. This is called “Hello” band width estimation .

K. ON Demand QoS Routing Protocol (OQR)
Its routing is on demand in nature, there is no need to exchange 
control information periodically and maintain routing tables at 
each node. The network is time slotted and band width is the key 
QOS parameter.

L. ON Demand Link State Multipath QoS Routing Protocol 
(OLMQR)
OLMQR Routing protocol searches for multiple paths which 
collectively satisfy the required QOS. The original bandwidth 
requirement is split into sub band width requirements. The paths 
found by the multipath routing protocol are allowed to share the 
same sub-paths. OLMQR has better call acceptance rate in ad hoc 
wireless networks. Where funding a single path satisfying all the 
QoS requirements is very difficult.

M. Core Extraction Distributed Ad-Hoc Routing Protocol 
(CEDAR):
It is hybrid routing protocol. It is  based on extracting core nodes 
in the network. CEDAR use the core broadcast mechanism to 
transmit any packet throughout the network in the unicast node 
involving a minimum number of nodes as possible. These nodes 
that take port in the core broad cast called core nodes.

N. INORA
INORA is a QoS frame work for ad hoc wireless networks, the 
makes use INSIGNIA and TORA. The  TORA routing protocol 
provides multiple routes between a source destination pair. The 
INSIGNIA provides feed back to the TORA  routing protocol 
regarding the route chosen. 

O. INSIGNIA
The INSIGNIA QoS framework was developed for adaptive 
services in ad hoc wireless network. Adaptive services that  
require only a minimum QoS guarantee called base QoS.  The user 
sessions adapt to the available level of services without signaling 
between the source destination pairs. A key component of the 
framework is the  INSIGNIA  in band signaling system, which 
supports  fast reservation and adaptation schemes to deliver the 
adaptive services.
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P. SWAN
a distributed network model network called Stateless Wireless 
Ad-Hoc Network ( SWAN)  is a best effort MAC protocol and 
uses feed back based control  mechanisms to support real time 
services. services. SWAN uses a local rate control mechanism for 
regulating infection of best effort traffic into the network changes 
in topology do not affect the operation of the SWAN control 
system. This makes the system simple and scalable.

Q. PRO-ACTIVE RTMAC (PRTMAC)
It is a cross layer frame work with an on-demand QOS extension 
PRTMAC is a tightly coupled solution which requires the 
bandwidth reservation and band width availability estimation 
services from the MAC Protocol.

R. Layer Wise Classification of QoS Solutions
The QoS solutions can also be classified based on which layer 
in the network protocol operate. The following section describes 
the various QoS solutions.

S. MAC Layer Solutions
The MAC  protocols for  ANETs  use channel sensing and random 
back off schemes, making them suitable for best effort data traffic. 
Real time traffic such as voice and video requires bandwidth 
guarantees. Several MAC protocol that provide QoS support for 
applications in  ANETs are described.

T. Cluster TDMA
In this approach nodes are split into different groups. Each group 
has a cluster  head which acts as a regional broadcast node. Every 
node within  a cluster is one hope away from  the cluster head. 
The formation of clusters are done in a distributed manner, 
clustering algorithms split the nodes into clusters so that they 
are interconnected and cover all the nodes. Three such algorithms 
used are  lowest-id algorithms,  highest degree algorithm and 
least cluster change algorithm. In the highest degree algorithm a 
node with a degree greater than the degree of all its neighbours 
becomes the cluster head. In the LCC algorithm, cluster head  
change occurs only if a change in network causes two cluster 
heads to come into one cluster  or one of the nodes moves out 
of the range of all the cluster heads. The Time Division Multiple 
Access (TDMA )  scheme is used within a cluster for controlling 
access to the channel.

U. IEEE 802.11e
Let us see IEE 802.1 MAC  protocol first. It deals with the physical 
and MAC  layers  in WLANs brought out in 1997. It was the 
first  WLAN  standard that faced the challenge of organizing a 
systematic approach for defining a standard for wireless wide band 
local access. It supports tow modes of operations.

Distributed Coordination Function (DCF)  this mode provides 1. 
best effort support.
Point coordination function (PCF). It  has been  designed to 2. 
provide real time  traffic support in infrastructure based wireless 
network configurations. PCF has certain shortcomings which 
make it unsuitable for supporting real time traffic. Due to these 
reasons several mechanisms have been proposed to enhance 
the IEEE 802.1 1 standard to provide QoS  support. The QoS  
mechanisms that are part of the IEEE.11e  standard are:-

V. QOS Support mechanism of IEEE 802.11 e
The IEEE 802.11 Task Group ( TGe) has been set up to enhance  
the current 802.11 MAC  protocol so that it is able to support 
multimedia applications. The TGe has chosen the Virtual DCF  
(VDCF)  as the enhanced DCF (EDCF) access mechanism. 
EDCF  supports real time  traffic by providing differentiated DCF  
access to the wireless medium. EDCF provides differentiated and 
distributed access to the wireless medium. Each frame from the 
higher layer caries its User Priority (UP). after receiving each 
frame, the MAC  layer maps it into an Access Category (AC). 
Each  AC  has a different priority of access to the wireless medium. 
One or more Ups can be assigned to each AC. EDCF channel has 
up to eight  AC s access to support Ups. Similarly DCF, each  AC  
has a set of access parameters. Hence each  AC  is an enhanced 
variant of the  DCF.

W. DBASE Distributed Band Width Allocation, Sharing 
Extension Protocol
DBASE supports multi media traffic over Ad-Hoc WLANs. In an 
Ad-Hoc WLAN  there is no infrastructure which is fixed to co-
ordinate the activity of individual stations. The stations are part of 
a single HOP  wireless network. For real time traffic a contention 
based process is used to gain access to the channel. After gaining 
the channel access a reservation based process is used to transmit 
the subsequent frames. The non real time stations regulate their 
accesses to the channel according to the standard of protocol used 
in DCF. The DBASE protocol permits real time stations of acquire 
excess band width on Demand. Like the IEEE-802.11 standard 
the DBASE protocol divides the frames into three classes. Frames 
belonging to different classes have to wait for different IFSs before 
they are transmitted.

1. The Access Procedure for Non Real Time Stations
A nrt-station with data traffic has to heap sensing the channel for 
an additional random time called data batch off time DBT after 
deleting the channel as being idle for a DIFS period. Once the DBT  
counter reaches zero, the nrt-station transmits its nrt-frame.

2. The Access Procedure for Real Time Stations
Each rt-Station maintains a Virtual Reservation Table (RSVT).  
In this table required band width is recorded. The rt-station sends 
an RTS  to reserve the required bandwidth. Before transmitting 
the RTS entry in its RSVT.  Now the rt-station need not contend 
for the channel any node.

3. Band Width Reservation
One of the rt-stations acts for initiating Contention for Period 
(CFP) such an rt-station is designated as CFP Generator ( CFPG). 
The CFP is utilized by the active rt-stations to transmit their rt-
frame first  in the CFP. The RF is a broadcast frame that announcer 
the beginning of the CFP  the RF contains the information about  
the number of active rt-stations, and the information about all 
rt-stations recorded In the RSVT of the CFPG.

X. MAC A with Puggy Bached Reservation MAC A/PR
MAC A/PR is a protocol used to provide real time traffic support 
in multi hop wireless networks. The main components of MAC 
A/PR are a MAC protocol, a reservation protocol and a QoS  
routing protocol. Time is divided into slots. The slots are defined 
by the reservations made at nodes and hence are asynchronous in 
nature. Each node in the network maintains a Reservation Table  
(RT)  that records all the reserved.
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Y. Modeling Cyber Attacks
Defenses are static in the simulation. That is, after the user has 
configured their defensive plan, the defensive mechanisms will 
not change. However, the attackers’ behavior is dynamic based on 
the scenario and so their activities must be modeled. This section 
describes how such cyber attacks are modeled. Since the defense 
is static, modeling the defensive behavior of the information 
system involves determining if a counter measure exists at 
any node in the attack tree as an attack agent proceeds through 
their possible contingency plans. In MAADNET a set of finite 
choices for each possible security measurement will be provided 
to the user. The security countermeasures may be in the form of 
technical solutions, policy and procedure, and/or the qualification, 
education, and training of the systems administrators and users. 
The user must decide what tools to buy or gather if they are 
open source and where in the information system to employ those 
tools. Tactics such as defense-in-depth, aggressive vulnerability 
scanning, annual training of users and system administrators, and 
establishing and enforcing password policies all reduce risk and 
the probability of an attack agent succeeding. Since the user will 
have limited resources in terms of money and time, they will have 
to take into account the type of organization they are manning 
in order to determine where risk is acceptable. Soft factors (i.e. 
policy, procedure, administrator qualifications, etc.) will adjust the  
probability at each node in the attack tree also. An attack agent in 
MAADNET may begin an attack from one of three locations (Fig. 
1). The determination of where an attack may begin is decided by 
the educator or trainer of the student. The first location an attack(s) 
may commence from is the Internet. Such an attack starts from 
an external location. In its start state, the attack agent does not 
have access to user accounts in the defended network. The second 
starting point for an attack agent is from an internal node on the 
network. Such an attacker

Fig. 1

We define the phases of an attack to be reconnaissance, exploitation, 
and consolidation and reorganization. Reconnaissance includes 
determining key information that allows an attacker to successfully 
execute a particular exploit. Key information includes Internet 
Protocol (IP) addresses, open ports, types of operating systems 
and applications running on the end system, and firewall rules. 
Exploitation includes the actual attack on the system to include 
buffer overflow attacks, viruses and worms, and password 
crackers. We define consolidation and reorganization to include 
those tasks an attacker may carry out to hide their activity and 
keep control of the victim platform or network. These may 
include backdoors, root kits that erase logs or replace commonly 

used system commands, and encryption techniques to secure 
their transmissions from eavesdropping. The educator or trainer 
initially chooses what tools the attackers have available to carry out 
reconnaissance,  exploitation, and consolidation. The probability 
of the appropriate tool being chosen is based upon the type of 
attacker being modeled. In creating the scenario the educator or 
trainer describes in generalities the risks the network will face. 
For instance, the scenario might read: “As a bank, confidentiality 
and integrity are much more important to you than availability. 
Your bank is small, but banks of your size are frequent targets of 
“script kiddies.” Four or five times a month you can expect an 
attack from a criminal, and you will infrequently be attacked by 
a cyber warrior. Your network consists of both wired and wireless 
LAN segments in order to support mobile computing.” Given the 
scenario described, we have defined three classes of attackers: 
low-skilled, explorers or delinquents which we call script kiddies. 
They are inexperienced hackers who are generally capable of 
running attack scripts someone else has written. They usually do 
not understand the code or even the particular types of services 
the exploits work against. For example, they may launch a web 
exploit against any machine running a web server, even if that 
machine is not running the particular web server for which the 
exploit was designed. The second class of attacker we define is 
a criminal who has illegal or unethical motivation and moderate 
programming skills to either create their own simple exploits or 
modify existing exploits. Finally, our elite hacker is a cyber warrior 
who has possible state sponsored or terrorist support and skills to 
develop very sophisticated attacks for both known and unknown 
vulnerabilities against various types of operating systems and 
applications. Each agent has access to two primary data structures: 
an attack tree and a state table, or working memory that accounts 
for the attacker’s current view of the world. An abstract attack 
tree is shown in fig. 2. Our version of the attack tree has subtle 
differences from the attack trees described previously. We use both 
AND-decompositions and OR- decompositions. Additionally, we 
create a COND decomposition (conditional decomposition) and 
define preconditions and post conditions for each node in the tree 
(for simplicity only one pre/post condition example is shown in 
fig. 2).

Fig. 2:
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III. Conclusions
Our analysis and simulation results have and the effectiveness 
of the randomized dispersive routing in combating CN and DOS 
attacks. By appropriately setting the secret sharing and propagation 
parameters, the packet interception probability can be easily 
reduced by the proposed  algorithms to low as 10-3, which is at 
least one order of magnitude smaller than approaches that use 
deterministic node-disjoint multipath routing. At the same time, we 
have also verified that this improved security performance comes 
at a reasonable cost of energy. Specifically, the energy consumption 
of the proposed randomized multipath routing algorithms is only 
one to two times higher than that of their deterministic counter 
parts. The proposed algorithms can be applied to selective packets 
in WSNs to provide additional security levels against adversaries 
attempting to acquire these packets. By adjusting the random 
propagation and secret sharing parameters, different security levels 
can be  provided by our algorithms at different energy costs. 
Considering that the percentage of packets. In a WSN  that require 
a high security level is small, we believe that the selective use of 
the proposed algorithms does not significantly impact the energy 
efficiency of the entire system. Our current work is based on the  
assumption that there is only a small number of black holes in 
the WSN. In reality, a stronger attack could be formed whereby 
the adversary selectively compromises a large number of sensors 
that are several hops away form the sink to form clusters of black 
holes around the sink. Collaborating with each other, these black 
holes can form a cut around the sink and can block every path 
between the source and the sink. Under this cut around sink attack, 
no secret share from the source can escape from being intercepted 
by the adversary
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